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"Have you ever wanted to improve your memory, creativity, concentration, communicative ability, thinking skills, learning skills, general intelligence and quickness of mind? The Mind Map Book, part of Tony Buzans revolutionary Mind Set series, introduces you to a unique thinking tool which allows you to accomplish all these goals and much more. Mind Maps make it
easy to: remember things, think up brilliant ideas, plan a presentation or report, persuade people and negotiate, plan personal goal and much more. Mind Maps make it easy to: remember things, think up brilliant ideas, plan a presentation or report, persuade people and negotiate, plan personal goals, gain control of your life. The Mind Map, which has been called the
Swiss army knife for the brain is a ground-breaking note-taking technique that is already used by more than 250 million people worldwide."--Publisher.
The former National Director of Education for Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. presents his do-it-yourself program for increasing reading speed and boosting comprehension. This program distills fundamental principles and skills chat can be learned at home with the help of the drills and exercises provided. And because it lets readers choose their own materials and set
their own pace, it's the ideal method for busy people juggling a full schedule.
Mind Map MasteryThe Complete Guide to Learning and Using the Most Powerful Thinking Tool in the UniverseWatkins Media Limited
This book is the definitive guide to Mind Mapping. Tony Buzan has changed the lives of millions with Mind Maps, his revolutionary system of note-taking that will help you excel in every area of your life. This practical full-colour book shows how this incredible thinking tool works and how you can use it to achieve your full potential.
Creativity, the Gift of Failure, and the Search for Mastery
Use Your Perfect Memory
Use Your Head
The Body Keeps the Score
The Keys to Success and Long-Term Fulfillment
No Country for Old Men
This blistering novel—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road—returns to the Texas-Mexico border, setting of the famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own, when rustlers have given way to drug-runners and small towns have become free-fire zones. One day, a good old boy named Llewellyn Moss finds a pickup truck surrounded by a
bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in the back. When Moss takes the money, he sets off a chain reaction of catastrophic violence that not even the law–in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell–can contain. As Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in particular a mysterious mastermind who flips coins for human
lives–McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the Bible and as bloodily contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for Old Men is a triumph.
"What got you to college won't get you through college. Learn the skills that you'll need to succeed by reading Concise Learning." -MARSHALL GOLDSMITH, million selling author of best-selling What Got You Here Won't Get You There "This is a great tool for students as the book gets right to the heart of learning how to learn and engaging your whole brain." -DOMINIC
O BRIEN, eight-time world memory champion and author of How to Develop a Brilliant Memory Week by Week "What a compendium of enormously helpful information on how to learn more successfully!" -DEE DICKINSON, coauthor of Teaching and Learning Through Multiple Intelligences "[Toni] shows you in a step-by-step manner how to become a more engaged,
efficient, and effective learner. As you take command of your ability to learn you'll discover that the principles and practices of Concise Learning are more than just the keys to academic achievement this approach offers a guide to living a successful life." -MICHEL J. GELB, author of How to Think Like Leonardo Da Vinci "Concise Learning helps students become more
analytical and critical thinkers, enabling them to learn independently and meaningfully." -BENA KALLICK, coauthor of Learning and Leading with Habits of Mind "Education in schools has changed through the years, but the importance of making information personally meaningful still remains the core essence of learning. Concise Learning method does just that it
teaches the students to transform information into meaningful knowledge." -JEROME BRUNER, author of The Culture of Education "Students need to take responsibility for their own learning to be successful. Concise Learning method will enable you to break free from depending on others to becoming a competent and independent learner." -DOUGLAS FISHER,
author of Better Learning Through Structured Teaching "This book should be no more than an arm s length away from the desk of every student starting college. It sets out a systematic five-phase study process, built on the principle that visualizing information makes learning concrete and generates interest. It describes how to organize the material being learned
visually. It gives a method for critical thinking, shows how to spot gaps in understanding and fill them, and it does this in a highly motivating and visual style." -ROY GRUBB, principal editor of WikIT, the mind mapping wiki "Concise Learning is a wonderful tool for teachers and students. The brain remembers visuals and turning short-term memories into long-term
memories is what learning is about. Previewing, participating, and processing information engages learners and offers them the information they need to rehearse memories and to retrieve them. [Toni] has done a great job in organizing this book to help us organize our brains for success!" - MARILEE SPRENGER, author of How To Teach So Students Remember
Want To Improve Memory Skills, Organize Thoughts, Brainstorm & Take Notes Effectively? If your answer is "Yes", then this Blank Mind Mapping Notebook is for you! A mind map is a diagram used to visually organize information. A mind map is hierarchical and shows relationships among pieces of the whole.It is often created around a single concept, drawn as an
image in the center of a blank page, to which associated representations of ideas such as images, words and parts of words are added. Major ideas are connected directly to the central concept, and other ideas branch out from those major ideas. Mind maps are a great tool to use for brainstorming, visual thinking, organizing your thoughts and maximizing your memory.
Mind Maps can be used by anyone to create anything new or to memorize - Students, Business Owners, Copywriters, and Writers. This notebook makes it easier for you to create mind-maps for your class notes, business strategy sessions, and creative ideas. This practical mind mapping notebook includes 108 pages for you to customize with your own mind maps.
Begin with a main idea in the center and then break those down further into smaller details. Mind Mapping Notebook Details: * 8.5 x11 inches (feel free to rotate the book to landscape dimensions) * 108 pages * Section on each mind map page to add additional comments/ notes * Durable glossy softcover * Professional strong binding Brainstorm, Organize, Innovate and
Get Ahead! Add to Cart Today!
Explains how to develop untapped resource areas of the brain and increase your ability to think, learn, read, memorize, listen, and solve problems more creatively and efficiently
Pragmatic Thinking and Learning
How To Train Your Memory
The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western World, Second Edition
Mind Mapping For Dummies
Mind Map Mastery
The true secret of high achievers is that they know how to find their "focal point" - the one thing they should do, at any given moment, to get the best possible results in each area of their lives. Bestselling author and motivational speaker Brian Tracy brings together the very best ideas on personal management into
a simple, easy-to-use plan. Focal Point helps readers analyze their lives in seven key areas and shows them how to develop focused goals and plans in each. This best-selling guide provides timeless truths that have been discovered by the most effective people throughout the ages, answering questions like: In Focal
Point, Tracy provides timeless truths that answers questions such as: How can I get control of my time and my life? How can I achieve maximum career success and still balance my personal life? How can I accelerate the achievement of all my goals? Focal Point shows you how to develop absolute clarity about what they
want, and how they can achieve supreme satisfaction, both personally and professionally.
Kick-start your creativity and transform your life.
Drawing on Zen philosophy and his expertise in the martial art of aikido, bestselling author George Leonard shows how the process of mastery can help us attain a higher level of excellence and a deeper sense of satisfaction and fulfillment in our daily lives. Whether you're seeking to improve your career or your
intimate relationships, increase self-esteem or create harmony within yourself, this inspiring prescriptive guide will help you master anything you choose and achieve success in all areas of your life. In Mastery, you'll discover: • The 5 Essential Keys to Mastery • Tools for Mastery • How to Master Your Athletic
Potential • The 3 Personality Types That Are Obstacles to Mastery • How to Avoid Pitfalls Along the Path • and more...
Mind mapping is a system of planning and note-taking that cuts revision time in half with double the results. Tony Buzan shows just how easy mind mapping is and how kids can use it to improve memory and concentration, remember facts and figures easily, and make revision fun.
Use Both Sides of Your Brain
Mind Map Handbook: The ultimate thinking tool
Refactor Your Wetware
A Proven System to Simplify Your Life, Double Your Productivity, and Achieve All Your Goals
The Rise
Visual Thinking Workbook | Blank Mind Map Templates for Organizing Thoughts and Ideas | Brainstorming Notebook | Mind Map Book

Tony Buzan invented the Mind Map technique five decades ago. Seeing the transformational impact it had on people, he has been spreading the thinking tool across the world ever since. Tony Buzan's Mind Map technique has gathered amazing praise and an enormous worldwide following over the last few decades, but as with any very successful idea, there have been many sub-standard imitators. With Mind Map Mastery, Tony Buzan re-establishes the
essential concepts that are the core of the Mind Map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books. If you are looking to improve your memory, plan your business strategy, become more organized, study for an exam or plan out your future, this is the book for you. With a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject, it includes the history of the development of the Mind Map, an explanation of what makes a Mind Map (and
what isn't a Mind Map) and why it's such a powerful tool, illustrated step-by-step techniques for Mind Map development _ from simple to complex applications _ and how to deal with Mind Maps that have _gone wrongî. Developed both for those new to the Mind Map concept as well as more experienced users who would like to revise and expand their expertise, Mind Map Mastery is the one Mind Mapping book needed on the shelf of every student and
business person across the world.
''''I would recommend Tony's new book to anybody who wants to improve their thinking and achieve Mind Map mastery themselves.'''' - Dominic O'Brien, eight-time World Memory Champion and bestselling author Tony Buzan invented the Mind Map technique five decades ago. Seeing the transformational impact it had on people, he has been spreading the thinking tool across the world ever since. Tony Buzan's Mind Map technique has gathered
amazing praise and an enormous worldwide following over the last few decades, but as with any very successful idea, there have been many sub-standard imitators. With Mind Map Mastery, Tony Buzan re-establishes the essential concepts that are the core of the Mind Map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books. If you are looking to improve your memory, plan your business strategy, become more organized, study for an exam or plan
out your future, this is the book for you. With a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject, it includes the history of the development of the Mind Map, an explanation of what makes a Mind Map (and what isn't a Mind Map) and why it's such a powerful tool, illustrated step-by-step techniques for Mind Map development - from simple to complex applications - and how to deal with Mind Maps that have ''gone wrong''. Developed
both for those new to the Mind Map concept as well as more experienced users who would like to revise and expand their expertise, Mind Map Mastery is the one Mind Mapping book needed on the shelf of every student and business person across the world.
Mind Mapping is a breakthrough system of planning and note-taking that cuts homework time in half and makes schoolwork fun. Mind Maps for Kids is Tony Buzan's first book written specially for a younger audience, suitable for ages 7 to 14. Tony Buzan has been teaching children all over the world for the past thirty years and has proved that Mind Maps are the magic formula in the classroom: remembering facts and figures is a piece of cake,
planning is a doddle and getting stuck for an answer is a thing of the past. In Mind Maps for Kids, Tony Buzan explains this amazing system using step-by-step examples in every subject across the curriculum. He shows just how easy Mind Mapping is and how it can help kids to - remember things and concentrate better - make clearer and better notes - revise and ace exams! - come up with ideas and unlock the imagination - save time Mind Maps for Kids
is a full-colour workbook, with the emphasis on having fun. As well as tips for improving memory and concentration, the book is packed with jokes, cartoons and brainteasers. Mind Mapping is the shortcut to success that puts kids one step (and sometimes miles!) ahead.
A new edition of the bestselling classic – published with a special introduction to mark its 10th anniversary This pioneering account sets out to understand the structure of the human brain – the place where mind meets matter. Until recently, the left hemisphere of our brain has been seen as the ‘rational’ side, the superior partner to the right. But is this distinction true? Drawing on a vast body of experimental research, Iain McGilchrist argues while our left
brain makes for a wonderful servant, it is a very poor master. As he shows, it is the right side which is the more reliable and insightful. Without it, our world would be mechanistic – stripped of depth, colour and value.
The Complete Guide to Learning and Using the Most Powerful Thinking Tool in the Universe
The Ultimate Book of Mind Maps
Make the Most of Your Mind
The Complete Guide to Learning and Using the Most Powerful Thinking Tool in the Universe (16pt Large Print Edition)
Mind Maps for Kids
Learn More & Score Higher in Less Time with Less Effort
Describes a technique designed to develop creative thinking and provide a mechanism for organizing projects, breaking writer's block, and brainstorming
There are many reasons to be curious about the way people learn, and the past several decades have seen an explosion of research that has important implications for individual learning, schooling, workforce training, and policy. In 2000, How People Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: Expanded Edition was published and its influence has been wide and deep. The report summarized insights on the nature of learning in school-aged
children; described principles for the design of effective learning environments; and provided examples of how that could be implemented in the classroom. Since then, researchers have continued to investigate the nature of learning and have generated new findings related to the neurological processes involved in learning, individual and cultural variability related to learning, and educational technologies. In addition to expanding scientific
understanding of the mechanisms of learning and how the brain adapts throughout the lifespan, there have been important discoveries about influences on learning, particularly sociocultural factors and the structure of learning environments. How People Learn II: Learners, Contexts, and Cultures provides a much-needed update incorporating insights gained from this research over the past decade. The book expands on the foundation laid out
in the 2000 report and takes an in-depth look at the constellation of influences that affect individual learning. How People Learn II will become an indispensable resource to understand learning throughout the lifespan for educators of students and adults.
For the past five decades, Tony Buzan has been at the leading edge of learning and educational research with his revolutionary Mind Map technique. With Mind Map Mastery, he has distilled these years of global research into the clearest and most powerful instructional work available on the Mind Map technique. "I would recommend Tony’s new book to anybody who wants to improve their thinking and achieve Mind Map mastery
themselves." – Dominic O’Brien, eight-time World Memory Champion and bestselling authorTony Buzan invented the Mind Map technique five decades ago. Seeing the transformational impact it had on people, he has been spreading the thinking tool across the world ever since. Tony Buzan's Mind Map technique has gathered amazing praise and an enormous worldwide following over the last few decades, but as with any very successful idea,
there have been many sub-standard imitators. With Mind Map Mastery, Tony Buzan re-establishes the essential concepts that are the core of the Mind Map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books. If you are looking to improve your memory, plan your business strategy, become more organized, study for an exam or plan out your future, this is the book for you. With a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the
subject, it includes the history of the development of the Mind Map, an explanation of what makes a Mind Map (and what isn't a Mind Map) and why it's such a powerful tool, illustrated step-by-step techniques for Mind Map development – from simple to complex applications – and how to deal with Mind Maps that have “gone wrong”. Developed both for those new to the Mind Map concept as well as more experienced users who would like to
revise and expand their expertise, Mind Map Mastery is the one Mind Mapping book needed on the shelf of every student and business person across the world.
#1 New York Times bestseller “Essential reading for anyone interested in understanding and treating traumatic stress and the scope of its impact on society.” —Alexander McFarlane, Director of the Centre for Traumatic Stress Studies A pioneering researcher transforms our understanding of trauma and offers a bold new paradigm for healing in this New York Times bestseller Trauma is a fact of life. Veterans and their families deal with the
painful aftermath of combat; one in five Americans has been molested; one in four grew up with alcoholics; one in three couples have engaged in physical violence. Dr. Bessel van der Kolk, one of the world’s foremost experts on trauma, has spent over three decades working with survivors. In The Body Keeps the Score, he uses recent scientific advances to show how trauma literally reshapes both body and brain, compromising sufferers’
capacities for pleasure, engagement, self-control, and trust. He explores innovative treatments—from neurofeedback and meditation to sports, drama, and yoga—that offer new paths to recovery by activating the brain’s natural neuroplasticity. Based on Dr. van der Kolk’s own research and that of other leading specialists, The Body Keeps the Score exposes the tremendous power of our relationships both to hurt and to heal—and offers new hope
for reclaiming lives.
The Master and His Emissary
Mind Mapping Notebook
How to Mind Map
How to Study with Mind Maps: The Concise Learning Method for Students and Lifelong Learners
Using the Ultimate Thinking Tool to Revolutionise How You Work
Breakthrough Rapid Reading

Reviews the basics of mind mapping, explains why and how mind maps are used, and demonstrates the practice in hypothetical situations.
From the bestselling author of The Mind Map Book, proven mind mapping techniques to help you raise all levels of your intelligence and creativity, based on the latest discoveries about the human brain. Using the latest research on the workings of the human brain, Tony Buzan, one of the world's
leading authorities on learning techniques, provides step-by-step exercises for discovering the powers of the right side of the brain and learning to use the left side more effectively. By increasing our understanding of how the mind works, he teaches us: · How to read faster and more
effectively · How to study more efficiently and increase overall memory · How language and imagery can be used for recording, organizing, remembering, creative thinking and problem solving. This completely updated Third Edition of a classic work provides a proven way of using our brains to
their fullest potential and to our best advantage.
Do you struggle to remember people's names at social events or business networking meetings? How often do you forget where you left your keys or your phone? Have you ever walked into a room and forgotten why? A leading memory expert, Phil Chambers shows you how to make these lapses a thing of
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the past. With how to: train your memory, find out how to have facts and figures at your fingertips. Give speeches from memory, remember all your passwords, rapidly learn foreign language vocabulary and make studying easier, more rewarding and fun. Written in simple step-by-step fashion, with
lots of exercises and examples, you will be guided from absent-mindedness to memory mastery.
Tony Buzan knows more than a little about Mind Maps – after all, he did invent them! Often referred to as the ‘the Swiss-army knife for the brain’, Mind Maps are a ground-breaking, note-taking and mind-organising technique that has already revolutionised the lives of many millions of people
around the world and taken the educational world by storm. Now Tony Buzan is sharing the powerful techniques of mind mapping with the business world to help business professionals everywhere revolutionise the way they think and practise. Mind Maps for Business is the very first and only book
on mind mapping that has been written by Tony Buzan specifically for a business audience. No matter how big or small the business you work in; no matter if you’re an employer or an employee; no matter what your role is, you’ll find the benefits of using mind maps to help you think, organise,
plan and control are vast: Accelerate your productivity to levels you never thought possible. Generate exciting new possibilities for growth and expansion. Make meetings, discussions and forums really productive and useful. Negotiate, talk and consult more constructively and effectively. Be
more focussed, more organised and much smarter. Unleash your amazing creative capabilities. Whether you’re writing marketing plans or strategy documents; looking for new ways to develop your business; planning a conference or event; restructuring your staff; or looking to improve your
management and leadership skills – discover today the amazing advantages that using Mind Maps for Business can bring.
The Mind is the Map
FreeBSD Mastery: Advanced ZFS
The Mind Map Book
Buzan's Study Skills
A Guided Journey to Discovering the Treasure Within
Every Man a King
CERTAIN man of no great learning, so runs an old leg- end, fell heir to a ship. He knew nothing of the sea, nothing of navigation or en- gineering, but the notion seized him to take a voyage and command his own ship. The ship was got- ten under way, the self-appointed captain al- lowing the crew to go ahead with their usual duties, as the multiplicity of operations con- fused the
amateur navigator. Once headed out to sea, however, the work grew simpler, and the captain had time to observe what was going on. As he strolled on the forward deck, he saw a man turning a big wheel, now this way, now that.
This is a comprehensive guide to learning about a wonderful technique called mind maps. Mind maps are an amazing organizational and creativity tool that can improve memory, concentration, communication, organization, creativity, and time management. This book is the ultimate resource on the topic of mind maps. In a short time, it can enhance your skills in reading,
writing, learning, note taking, brainstorming, planning, productivity, and so much more.
Tony Buzan’s Mind Mapping technique is a revolutionary thinking tool that has changed the lives of millions of people around the globe. The Mind Map Handbook is the indispensible guide to his unique system and will help you discover and harness the genius within you.
"Powerful new techniques to program your potential for success"--Cover.
The Shortcut to Success at School
Mind Maps for Business
The Speed Reading Book
Rev Up for Revision : the Shortcut to Exam Success
What to Say When You Talk to Your Self
Read More, Learn More, Achieve More

ZFS improves everything about systems administration. Once you peek under the hood, though, ZFS’ bewildering array of knobs and tunables can overwhelm anyone. ZFS experts can make their servers zing—and now you can, too, with FreeBSD Mastery: Advanced ZFS. This small book teaches you to: •Use boot environments to make the riskiest sysadmin tasks boring •Delegate
filesystem privileges to users •Containerize ZFS datasets with jails •Quickly and efficiently replicate data between machines •split layers off of mirrors •optimize ZFS block storage •handle large storage arrays •select caching strategies to improve performance •manage next-generation storage hardware •identify and remove bottlenecks •build screaming fast database storage •dive
deep into pools, metaslabs, and more! Whether you manage a single small server or international datacenters, simplify your storage with FreeBSD Mastery: Advanced ZFS.
The definitive guide to using mind mapping to get organized, improve your memory, plan your business strategy, and more—from the original creator of this revolutionary thinking tool For the past five decades, Tony Buzan has been at the leading edge of learning and educational research with his revolutionary Mind Map technique. With Mind Map Mastery, he has distilled these
years of global research into the clearest and most powerful instructional work available on the Mind Map technique. Tony Buzan’s Mind Map technique has gathered amazing praise and an enormous worldwide following over the last few decades—but as with any very successful idea, there have been many sub-standard imitators. With Mind Map Mastery, Tony Buzan reestablishes the essential concepts that are the core of the Mind Map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books. If you are looking to improve your memory, plan your business strategy, become more organized, study for an exam or plan out your future, this is the book for you. With a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject, it includes: • The
history of the development of the Mind Map • An explanation of what makes a Mind Map (and what isn't a Mind Map) • Why the Mind Map technique is such a powerful tool • Illustrated step-by-step techniques for Mind Map development • How to deal with Mind Maps that have “gone wrong” Developed both for those new to the Mind Map concept as well as more experienced
users who would like to revise and expand their expertise, Mind Map Mastery is the one Mind Mapping book needed on the shelf of every student and businessperson across the world.
Unlock your brain's potential using mind mapping Mind mapping is a popular technique that can be applied in a variety of situations and settings. Students can make sense of complex topics and structure their revision with mind mapping; business people can manage projects and collaborate with colleagues using mind maps, and any creative process can be supported by using a
mind map to explore ideas and build upon them. Mind maps allow for greater creativity when recording ideas and information whatever the topic, and enable the note-taker to associate words with visual representations. Mind Mapping For Dummies explains how mind mapping works, why it's so successful, and the many ways it can be used. It takes you through the wide range of
approaches to mind mapping, looks at the available mind mapping software options, and investigates advanced mind mapping techniques for a range of purposes, including studying for exams, improving memory, project management, and maximizing creativity. Suitable for students of all ages and study levels An excellent resource for people working on creative projects who wish to
use mind mapping to develop their ideas Shows businesspeople how to maximize their efficiency, manage projects, and brainstorm effectively If you're a student, artist, writer, or businessperson, Mind Mapping For Dummies shows you how to unlock your brain's potential.
Uses revolutionary techniques to enhance memory and brain power, so readers will find everything they need to maximise their success in studies and exams.
Mind Maps, Memory Techniques, Speed Reading
Learners, Contexts, and Cultures
How People Learn II
Improve Memory, Concentration, Communication, Organization, Creativity, and Time Management
Focal Point
New Mind-Mapping Techniques, Third Edition
From celebrated art historian, curator, and teacher Sarah Lewis, a fascinating examination of how our most iconic creative endeavors—from innovation to the arts—are not achievements but conversions, corrections after failed attempts. The gift of failure is a riddle: it will always be both the void and the start of infinite
possibility. The Rise—part investigation into a psychological mystery, part an argument about creativity and art, and part a soulful celebration of the determination and courage of the human spirit—makes the case that many of the world’s greatest achievements have come from understanding the central importance of
failure. Written over the course of four years, this exquisite biography of an idea is about the improbable foundations of a creative human endeavor. Each chapter focuses on the inestimable value of often ignored ideas—the power of surrender, how play is essential for innovation, the “near win” can help propel you on the
road to mastery, the importance of grit and creative practice. The Rise shares narratives about figures past and present that range from choreographers, writers, painters, inventors, and entrepreneurs; Frederick Douglass, Samuel F.B. Morse, Diane Arbus, and J.K. Rowling, for example, feature alongside choreographer Paul
Taylor, Nobel Prize–winning physicists Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, and Arctic explorer Ben Saunders. With valuable lessons for pedagogy and parenting, for innovation and discovery, and for self-direction and creativity, The Rise “gives the old chestnut ‘If at first you don’t succeed…’ a jolt of adrenaline” (Elle).
The fundamental mathematical tools needed to understand machine learning include linear algebra, analytic geometry, matrix decompositions, vector calculus, optimization, probability and statistics. These topics are traditionally taught in disparate courses, making it hard for data science or computer science students, or
professionals, to efficiently learn the mathematics. This self-contained textbook bridges the gap between mathematical and machine learning texts, introducing the mathematical concepts with a minimum of prerequisites. It uses these concepts to derive four central machine learning methods: linear regression, principal
component analysis, Gaussian mixture models and support vector machines. For students and others with a mathematical background, these derivations provide a starting point to machine learning texts. For those learning the mathematics for the first time, the methods help build intuition and practical experience with
applying mathematical concepts. Every chapter includes worked examples and exercises to test understanding. Programming tutorials are offered on the book's web site.
Printed in full color. Software development happens in your head. Not in an editor, IDE, or designtool. You're well educated on how to work with software and hardware, but what about wetware--our own brains? Learning new skills and new technology is critical to your career, and it's all in your head. In this book by Andy
Hunt, you'll learn how our brains are wired, and how to take advantage of your brain's architecture. You'll learn new tricks and tipsto learn more, faster, and retain more of what you learn. You need a pragmatic approach to thinking and learning. You need to Refactor Your Wetware. Programmers have to learn constantly; not
just the stereotypical new technologies, but also the problem domain of the application, the whims of the user community, the quirks of your teammates, the shifting sands of the industry, and the evolving characteristics of the project itself as it is built. We'll journey together through bits of cognitive and neuroscience,
learning and behavioral theory. You'll see some surprising aspects of how our brains work, and how you can take advantage of the system to improve your own learning and thinking skills. In this book you'll learn how to: Use the Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition to become more expert Leverage the architecture of the brain
to strengthen different thinking modes Avoid common "known bugs" in your mind Learn more deliberately and more effectively Manage knowledge more efficiently
The Speed Reading Book will transform the way you read forever. Tony Buzan's fifty years of practice and research in speed reading will give you revolutionary reading techniques that have produced some of the fastest speed readers in the world, including the current World Speed Reading Champion. As well as
dramatically improving your reading speed, you'll think faster, more creatively and sharpen your memory. Tony Buzan will show you - * *Read at speeds of over 1000 words per-minute. *Not just simple skim-reading, but also properly and completely comprehending, understanding and retaining the information you've read.
*Find out how fast your reading speed is now and then discover how you could be reading dramatically faster in no time. This fully revised and updated edition of the powerful book from the world-renowned authority Tony Buzan, will show you exactly how you can quickly start to read at amazing speeds. The techniques in
the book are ideal for teachers, students or executives - indeed, anyone who wants to improve the speed, comprehension and quality of their reading. The benefits of speed reading are numerous, no matter where or why you read. You'll be able to zip through whole novels in one sitting; you'll speed through newspapers and
magazines in minutes; you'll be the envy of your colleagues as you consume and understand business reports in record time. Speed Reading will revolutionise the way you read. You'll save days, weeks even months of your precious time; you'll learn more efficiently and quickly; and you'll be left marvelling at your new-found
speed-reading abilities.
Concise Learning
Mind Mapping
Mindmapping
Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma
Witches Tarot
Your Personal Guide to Exploring Creativity and Problem-solving
Here, the Hierophant becomes the High Priest, Wheel of Fortune becomes Wheel of the Year, and Judgement becomes Karma. Based on the traditional Rider-Waite-Smith deck and filled with images that speak to today's magickal practitioner, witchcraft takes center stage in this stunning deck designed by
highly respected Witch and Tarot reader Ellen Dugan. Featuring the vibrant artwork of award-winning artist Mark Evans, Witches Tarot is the perfect combination of Tarot and the Craft. In addition to card descriptions and meanings, Dugan's companion guide features spell-enhancing spreads—such as the
Triple Goddess Spread, the Four Elements Spread, and the Wheel of the Year Spread—that you can use in both Tarot readings and magickal practice.
A good personal development book is one that guides us to flourish in all areas of our lives. It is inspirational, motivational, and transformational all at the same time. It provides great advice, personal and spiritual growth, and solid scientific facts from applied psychology to teach us how to achieve happiness
and success. It is a book that lives long after the pages are done, by providing the help needed to continue to make positive changes. That’s exactly what you will find in the newly released book "The Mind is the Map" by Christina Reeves and Dimitrios Spanos. The book provides new thought and wisdom into
some very big questions. “Why do I make the same mistakes over and over? How often do I react to people and situations based on old habits of perception, thought, emotions, and behavior?” Many of us are unaware of the hidden mechanism within us that creates depression, anxiety, unhappiness,
relationship issues, family issues, and low self-esteem, even though it’s happening all the time, in all of us. We need to understand the law of attraction as it relates to our life force energy to create positive thinking that supports personal growth and transformation. To live freely, we need to live our lives
with emotional intelligence, untangling our self from who we think we are. So much of achieving happiness is about knowing ourselves. In an enjoyable dialog format, the authors guide us to higher levels of understanding who we are. The book is enhanced by beautifully designed graphics illustrating the
topics discussed. At the end of each chapter is a self-help section with tips and tools for self-discovery, self-reflection, journaling and meditation that enable readers to understand the workings of their mind and emotions. These questions help identify our patterns and provide a pathway to resolve
depression, anxiety, stress and unproductive habits while simultaneously building self-esteem and confidence. For business and industry leaders, the ideas and processes within these pages will help you achieve top performance capacity, leading to business success as well as personal success. Expect and
allow miracles and synchronicity to show up in the most amazing ways and you will undoubtedly experience a few “ah-ha” moments, and in the most intelligent way, you will begin to understand that whatever path lay before you on our journey—whatever puzzles you must take apart and put back
together—the secret of life has to do with the awakening and freeing of what has been unseen and asleep. It is also one of loving compassion; a never-ending story of how we can embrace each other, and forgive ourselves, as we find our place in our world. This inspirational book explores: -The science and
psychology of how the Mind functions -How to live in Awareness, Consciousness and Thought -The Practice of Emotional Intelligence -Spirituality as it relates to our thought, emotions, and behavior -How to Change negative patterns -How to Experience more positive control in your life -How to understand our
often-hidden belief systems -How our conditioned habitual perceptions affect our choices and our experiences Our self help book is perfect for: -Emotional Intelligence experts or self help gurus -Mental Health professionals or anyone interested in Applied Psychology -Those interested in Eastern Philosophy
and Religion -Those seeking personal growth or personal transformation -Those seeking spiritual growth or a spiritual transformation -Anyone looking for an edge - for business success or personal success -Anyone interested in New Age Thought, Consciousness, and Meditation -Anyone interested in energy
healing and/or alternative medicine -People experiencing family issues and/or social issues -Anyone suffering from mental illness or mental health issues -Anyone whose struggling with anxiety or depression, especially when counseling has failed
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